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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the neutral systems 
(x’(t) + Cd(t - T]) = Ax(t) (1) 
and 
(z’(t) + Cd[t - T]) = Ax(t) + Bz[t - T], (2) 
where x E Q C_ Iw”, T is a nonnegative real number, A, B, and C are n x n constant matrices. 
The asymptotic stability of the equilibrium 2 = 0 of (1) or (2) with C = 0 has been developed 
during the past several years. We refer to monographs by Burton [l], Gopalsamy [2], Hale [3], 
and Miller and Michel [4] and the references cited therein. Much less is known regarding the 
asymptotic stability of x = 0 of (1) and (2) when C $ 0. Therefore, the purpose of this paper 
is to establish sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium x = 0 of (1) 
and (2). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let R denote the set of real numbers and let R” denote real n-space. If z E Wn, then zT = 
(a,..., 5,) denotes the transpose of z. Let IKnxm denote the set of n x m real matrices. If 
B = [bij]nxm E RnX”, then BT denotes the transpose of B. A matrix A E Wnxn is said to be 
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Hurwitz stable if all eigenvalues of A are in the open left half complex plane. For 2 E Iw”, let [[z[/ 
denote the Euclidean vector norm, j(zIJ = (zTz)li2, and for A E IRWnX”, let /IA/( denote the norm 
of A induced by the Euclidean vector norm, i.e., [IAll = [X,,,(ATA)]li2. 
Let Iw+ denote the set of nonnegative real numbers. Let X be a subset of Iw” and let Y be 
a subset of IWm. We denote by C[X, Y] the set of all continuous functions from X to Y, and 
we denote by C”[X, Y] the set of all functions from X to Y which have continuous derivatives 
up to order k. Let 7 > 0, z E C[[- 7, co),&??], and t > 0. We define xt E C[[-T,O],IW~] as 
Q(S) = ~(t + s) for s E [-~~01. For any 4 E C[[--7,0],Wn], the norm of 4, denoted by 141 is 
defined as 141 = m=W(t)ll : t E 1-c 011. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. The equilibrium z = 0 of (1) is asymptotically stable if there exist a positive 
definite matrix P and a matrix A = diag{Xl,. . . ,A,}, Xi > 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,n such that the 
matrix 
is negative definite. 
F = ATP+ PA+ A+ATPCA-‘CTPA (3) 
PROOF. We employ the Liapunov functional 
J 
0 
V(G) = YT@)PY@) + 4 (u)Azt (u) du, 
--r 
(4 
where y(t) = x(t) + Cz[t - 71. Then 
xmin(p)llY(o)l12 5 V(G) 5 [hmx(I + W’ + &,x(A)] lxt12, 
where I = n x n identity matrix. 
The time derivative of V along the solutions of (1) is given by 
(5) 
V’(Q) = y’T(t)Py(t) + yT(t)Py’(t) + zT(t)Az(t) - zT[t - T]Az[t - ~1 
= z’(t) [ATP + PA + A] z(t) + zT(t)ATPCa:[t - 71 
+ zT[t - 7]CTPAz(t) - zT[t - T]Az[t - ~1 
= XT [A~P+PA+A + ATPCA-lCTPA] z(t) - (A’j2x[t - ~1 - A-1/2CTPA3:(t))T 
x (A1i2z[t - 71 - A-1/2CTPAz(t)) . 
Thus, 
V’(Q) I sT(t)Fz(t) I max{&,,(F)}lzt(0)12. (6) 
Since F is negative definite, we conclude that max{&,,,(F)} < 0. By (5) and (6), it now follows 
from Theorem 12.7.1 of [3] that the equilibrium z = 0 of (1) is asymptotically stable. I 
THEOREM 2. The equilibrium x = 0 of (2) is asymptotically stable if there exist a positive 
definite matrix P = PT and a matrix A = diag(X1,. .,X,},&>O, i=1,2 ,..., nsuchthatthe 
matrix 
FI = ATP + PA + A + GTH-lG (7) 
is negative definite, where H is a positive definite matrix 
H=A-BTPC-CTPB and G=BTP+CTPC. 
(6) d,~~_VBd$+~d,~~-V3d,Yq+3+ Vd+d,V==J 
(8) If,-H,J+ + II,-H,_Xf + V + Vd + dlV = zJ 
.(?)x!!f(?)p 5 
( (+Sz/r-H - iL - 11X,,, H) L(i.~)x:)z,l-H - [L - l]X,/,H) - 
(Jlx [i9-H13 + V + Vd + dLV] (&X = 
[L - +H[J - P] Iz - (7)x& - ?I12 + 
LL - ~lz,~(~) LX + (7)X [V + Vd + d J] (7) iz = (‘X)/A 
JO 
k - pjx [8d13 - 3d,8 - V] L1. - ?lL:c - (?)X [d,8 + Vd13] [L - $11x + 
b - 71X [8d + 3d,V] (&X + (T)z [V + Vd + dlV] (?),x = 
p - ?]XV[L - 71 IX - (?)~JV(3)IX + (?),fid(?)Lfi + (@d(3)/ = (‘&I 
‘?xaN ‘(s) uyqo pus (p) u! pauyap I’euo!lXIn3 Aoundeg ay? asn am .dooNd 
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PROOF. We use the Liapunov functional 
J 0 V(G) = YTwY(t> + z:(~)Gn(~) du, -7 
where y(t) = z(t) + Cz[t - T]. Then 
~min(P)J]y(0)I12 < J’(Q) i: [X,&,(1 + C)P + rX,,,(C)] 1~1~. 
Now, 
V’(zt) = x’(t) [ATP + PA + G] z(t) + zT(t)ATPCz[t - T] + zT(t - T]C~PAZ(~) 
+ zT(t)PBz[t - T] + sT[t - T]BTc+) - zT[t - 7]hx[t - T] 
T 
= zT(t)lQ(t) - &A li2z[t - 71 - h-1/2(CTPA)z(t) 
fi 1 
~A’/2x[t - T] - ~K112CTPAz(t) 
6 1 
fiA1/2z[t - ~1 - $A-1/2(BTP)r(t) 1 
T 
fiA1’2x[t - T] - -$A-‘i2(BTP)z(t) 1 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. I 
REMARK 1. The results obtained here can be extended to neutral systems of the form 
z’(t) + Cz’[t - r] = Ax(t) + Bz[t - a], (10) 
where the constant r and the matrices A, B, and C are as in (2) and cr is a nonnegative real 
constant. Here, we use a Liapunov functional of the form 
V(Q) = (z(t) + Cz[t - r])T P (z(t) + Cz[t - T]) 
t t + 
/ 
&s)Ar+) ds + J $(~)A244 ds, t-r t-o 
where P is, a positive definite matrix and Al and As are diagonal matrices with positive entries. 
REMARK 2. As an application, we consider a family of artificial neural networks of neutral type 
and of the form 
z’(t) + Cz’[t - r] = -A+) + BS(z[t - T]) + f, (11) 
where z E R c Wn, A = diag{ar, . . . ,a,}, ai > 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, C and B are n x n constant 
matrices, f = (jr,. . . , fn)T E Wn is a constant vector, and S(z) = [sr(zr), . . . , s,(z,)lT with 
si E Cr (R, (-1, l)] where si is monotonically increasing for i = 1,2, . . . , n. 
We consider the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium z, of (11). Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that ze = 0, S(0) = 0, and f = 0 (f or otherwise, we let Z = z - z, and define 
S(t) = S(i: + ze) - S(.Z~) to obtain the new description of the neutral network 
Z’(t) + CZ’[t - r] = -A@) + BS(.Z[t - T]) 
which satisfies our assumption). We have .si(O) = 0 for i = 1,2,. . . , n. We assume that si(zi) 
satisfies the sector condition 
O<f~“<*<o~, - t - Xi - i=1,2 ,..., n. (12) 
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The new form of the neural network is now given by 
z’(t) + Cz’[t - 71 = -Ax(t) + BS(x[t - T-]), (13) 
where A, B, C, and S are as in (ll), with the sector condition (12) satisfied. Next, following a 
similar procedure as in Theorem 5.1 in [5], (13) can be written as 
z’(t) + Cs’[t - T] = -Ax(t) + BT(x[t - T])x[t - T], 
where 
T(S) = diag(al(zl), . . . 
G(G) 
,a,(s,)) and pi = - 
.zz ’ 
i= 1,2 ,.... 72. 
Thus, oz(zi) E [~F,ay] for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Now by employing Liapunov functional of the type 
used in Theorems 1 .or 4 and the technique used in Theorem 5.1 in 
conditions for the asymptotic stability of x = 0 of (13). 
[5], one can derive sufficient 
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